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manifestationmachine- Unique Audio Personal Development for the digital generation. My Ideal Scene

Generator - Guided Visualization AUDIO MP3: 20 Mins. 18 MB. CD Quality 44.100 HZ. 128kbps.

VERSION 1.1. 30 Day money back guarantee. A unique audio journey into your real potential. Use this

guided visualization to gently take you to a space in which you can insert your individual idea scene.

Think it from the end! You are the manifestation Machine. YOU CAN DOWNLOAD IT RIGHT NOW!!! You

can also burn it to a CD or put it on your iPod! You also get unlimited access to build your ideal scene

using the: Online Visualization Scene Generator (BETA) at: visualize.manifestationmachine.com Refine

and Rehearse and then listen to the MP3 and insert your ideal scene. PLEASE NOTE: Results may vary

and these products come without warranty. Contains Hypnotic induction, Text 2 Speech and Binaural

Beats. en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypnosis en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Binaural_beats DISCLAIMER: In using these

files you agree that the author is not responsible for any injury to persons or property arising from such

use. The files may not be sold or otherwise used for profit-making purposes without the written consent of

the author. HAZARD WARNING: Listening to binaural beat tones can produce altered states of

consciousness and is reported to have triggered epileptic seizures. This audio should not be used when

driving or operating machinery, and should not be used by epileptics or by anyone receiving psychiatric

treatment. People under the age of 18 or under the influence of medication or drugs should consult a

physician before using binaural beats. Should NOT be used by pregnant women epileptics people

susceptible to seizures pacemaker users photosensitive people Digital products are wonderful! As a

consumer, you have the convenience of immediate delivery and immediate use. No postal or courier

delays. No warehouse backorders. MP3's are Downloadable files. Nothing physical is sent out in the mail

to you. They are downloaded directly onto your computer. 30 Day money back guarantee. It is HIGHLY

recommended that you have a BROADBAND connection if you are planning to purchase your products in

MP3 format. Enjoy! Brendan
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